Week 2:
IMMUNITY
Protecting Your Immune System
From Environmental Assaults
No one likes to get sick or feel worn out, which is why boosting our immune system is
appealing—and important! Our immune system is a network of organs, cells, and tissues, and does a
remarkable job of defending our body against infectious organisms and other invaders; but it requires a
balanced lifestyle to function at peak performance.

EXERCISE
Does it strengthen immunity?
There is still much to learn about the relationship
between lifestyle and enhanced immune response, but
there is no doubt that healthy living strategies, such as
exercise, are beneficial to your entire body—including
your immune system. Not only does regular exercise
improve cardiovascular health, lower blood pressure, and
help to control body weight, it also aids in protecting
against a variety of diseases. More directly, it promotes
blood circulation which keeps the cells and substances of
the immune system moving freely throughout the body,
allowing them to do their job effectively and efficiently.
Moving for thirty minutes every day is important in order
to keep energy levels high and stress levels low, but it can
be quite a challenge during winter months when
weather, increased travel and larger than normal meals
can disrupt your routine.

Plan Ahead: On days that you will be traveling or eating
a little more than usual, jumpstart your day with some
cardio, then take short walks throughout the day.
Walking after a meal has been shown to aid in digestion
and improve blood sugar levels, not to mention it’s a
great way to stretch your legs after a long day of traveling.
Space It Out: Remember, thirty minutes of exercise

doesn’t have to happen all at once! Do you have a few
pockets of time throughout the day to walk? Ten minutes
here, fifteen minutes there can add up in a jiffy!

STRESS
Can reducing stress support a healthy
immune system?
Stress can be a motivator pushing you to new heights,
at other times it can be crippling. Whichever the case, if
it becomes chronic it can wreak havoc on your immune
system by suppressing the immune system’s response
and ability to fight infections and other disorders.
When stressed, the body responds by producing higher
levels of proteins related to inflammation. These
proteins are associated with conditions such as type 2
diabetes, coronary heart disease, Alzheimer's disease,
and arthritis.
An interesting study revealed that simply anticipating a
happy or funny event increased endorphins and other
hormone levels, facilitating a state of relaxation. In short,
the answer to the question above is yes— reduced
stress, paired with healthy lifestyle choices such as diet,
exercise, and adequate sleep can go a long way toward
maintaining your immunity.

To help combat stress, try adding one of these
into your week:
Rely on Routines: Establish daily routines such as
exercise, meditation, and sleep cycles to help create
rhythm and balance each day.

BOOST
YOUR
IMMUNE
SYSTEM
Adequate Sleep
Regular Exercise
Wash Hands
Frequently
Minimize Stress
Increase
Vitamin D with
Nutrition & Sun
Avoid Tabacco
Smoke
Try Probiotics

Nurture Social Ties: Volunteering with local

organizations, spending time with friends, or serving
your local community needs can help us feel connected
and fulfilled.

Eat Plenty of
Fruits & Veggies

Play: Creative and playful activities reduce stress
hormones and promote an overall sense of well-being.

Look
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Gratitude,
self-compassion, and optimism can boost happiness
and relieve anxiety by shifting the focus back to your
strengths.

Immunity: The condition that permits either natural or acquired resistance to disease.

Drink Less
Alcohol

